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UM STUDENTS SELECTED 
TO TEACH IN FRANCE
The University of Montana French depart merit has selected UM seniors Robert 
London of Missoula and Margaret London of West Fargo, N.D., to spend the 1985-86 
school year in France teaching under the Foreign Exchange Teacher Assistant Program.
Warren Michelson of Missoula was selected as an alternate candidate.
The participants in the program will teach English conversation classes to 
French high school students as well as assist instructors of English with their 
regular duties. They will receive a stipend from the French government and full 
social benefits.
Robert London and Michelson will graduate this spring from UM with a 
bachelor's degree in French. Margaret London will graduate at the same time" with 
a bachelor of arts in English with a French minor.
All three students participated in the UM fall-quarter study abroad program 
which is directed by the French department and takes place every year for 10 weeks 
in the region of Burgundy, France.
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